VALASSIS CONSUMER GRAPH TM

Predictive consumer intelligence
for profitable personalization

Research indicates 77% of marketers lack the comprehensive view of their consumers needed to create more relevant,
personalized experiences.1 As a result, they lose meaningful opportunities to grow brand loyalty, drive growth, and
engage high-potential prospects.
Powered by decades of one-to-one consumer data and patented2 technology, the Valassis Consumer GraphTM acts
as our intelligence hub. Our Graph transforms disconnected online and real-world activities into a more complete,
omnichannel portrait of each consumer to drive cross-channel engagement and continual campaign performance.

VALASSIS CONSUMER GRAPH TM

In-Market Signals

Demographics

What I want to
buy now.

My observed age, gender,
ethnicity, and income.

For example: new home,
luxury SUV, running shoes

For example: woman,
age 35-44, with kids

Interest Over Time

Purchases

Things I enjoy
throughout my life.

My products and
categories I prefer.

For example: green living,
outdoor sports, cooking

For example: Revlon,
IKEA, Petco

Store Visits

Coupon Redemptions

Stores I like
and frequent.

How likely I am to redeem a coupon
in a given category or product area.

For example: Harris Teeter,
On the Border, Nordstrom

For example: beauty, baby care,
pet products

1. CMO Council, Customer Experience Dynamics, September 2017
2. U.S. Patent No. 8,296,180 issued on October 23, 2012
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Powering Your Campaign Intelligence

The Valassis Difference

Connect with Consumers Ready to Buy
• Target in-market prospects and identify others who
have shown interest throughout the year
• Precisely, and reliably identify who is likely to visit
your store or a competitive location
• Connect an individual's online behavior with where
she lives, shops, and frequents
• Find high-intent, value-seeking shoppers

Holistic and Precise Consumer View
• Patented approach to uniting consumers’ browsing
activity with their home and visitation patterns to
better contextualize their behavior
• Multiple consumer identifiers build a stable,
omnichannel, and predictive profile
• Meticulous removal of misleading location data
ensures more precise detection of store or
competitive store visitors

Reach Your Customers and Others Like Them
• Understand your customers and site visitors
beyond interactions with your brand
• Activate, retarget, or suppress all known customer
devices
• Find look-alike prospects with common interests or
are in similar neighborhoods
Use One Source For All Your Advertising
• Plan, activate, and measure with our fully owned,
end-to-end platform and advertising services
• Optimize performance by applying learnings for
future campaigns

Exclusive Insights
• One-to-one in-market and long-term interest
• Unique access to category-level coupon
redemptions to find value-seeking consumers
• Third-party data is integrated into our Graph for
richer consumer insights and targeting
• World-class data science team with decades of
experience modeling deterministic data for use in
campaign targeting
• Artificial intelligence library with predictive and
descriptive insights that fuel Graph knowledge

Completing the Consumer Portrait
User ID: 12345

Coupon
Redemptions:
Cosmetics,
Vitamins

Age: 25-34
Gender: Female
Family: Has Children
Income: $75-100K

In Market:
New Car
Allergies Rx
School Supplies

Store Visits:
Target, Whole
Foods, DWS,
Outback

Interest:
Fashion
Health

Purchase:
L’Oreal Lipstick,
Centrum Vitamins

Neighborhood:
Suburban
Forrest Hills

Household:
605 North St
Durham, NC 27705

Devices:
2 Cell Phones
1 PC
1 Tablet

What Does She Want to Buy? What are Her Hobbies and Interests?
We learn a lot about an individual based on what information she views - and doesn't view - online. By text mining
the content on 80B web pages each day, over a 12-month time period, we gain a deep understanding of a person's
interest and in-market signals across 1300 interest topics. For example, we recognize the difference between someone
interested in running shoes, running for office, or running a small business. Recent spikes in consumption over the past
seven days signal in-market intent. Evaluating this content over different time periods, we make on-target predictions
about a consumer's long-term interests, intended purchases, and even his or her likely gender, age range, income range,
and ethnicity.
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Where Does She Live? What are Her Shopping Habits?
Valassis Digital receives 33B daily location signals across 1MM retail stores, 900K points of interest, and 100MM+
households. Through analysis and machine learning, we identify, for example, where a person lives, what her favorite
parks are, and where and when she prefers to shop. From this observed location data and home proximity to the retailer,
we use proprietary predictive modeling to determine highly-accurate visit likelihood scores.
Adding more dimension to the consumer's portrait, the Valassis Consumer Graph uses patented technology to unite this
real-world activity together with browsing, and buying data so that your campaigns target the right person for the right
campaign, at the right time. To help you complete the portrait of an individual, our Graph finds high-intent, value-seeking
shoppers with our exclusive access to 2B annual coupon redemption data on the category-level from grocery, drug and
mass merchandisers.

The Graph that Learns
At Valassis Digital, our Graph spans four dimensions: one-to-one, household, store, and neighborhood intelligence. This
flexibility ensures your campaign has the best balance of scale and precision for your performance metrics. The Valassis
Consumer Graph also acts as a learning engine. By analyzing a long list of consumer traits to discover those shared by
responders, it automatically optimizes to the most successful targeting mix.
Advertisers need a complete view of the consumer to drive successful marketing campaigns. With a more complete,
omnichannel portrait of each consumer, the Valassis Consumer Graph has the predictive consumer intelligence to
perfect personalization and power performance.

Reach out to our experts today at digitalinfo@valassis.com to find out how to use the Valassis Consumer GraphTM to
drive cross-channel engagement and continual campaign performance.
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